RENTAL SERVICE
Rental solutions for your success

HIGH-VISIBILITY FORKLIFT TRUCK ATTACHMENTS
A pool of approx. 1,500 attachments are available for rental in our 3,200 m² large service centre in Aschaffenburg.

**Economical alternative**
Renting an attachment is, in most cases, an economical alternative to buying. Expenses only occur when the attachment is required for a special material handling task.

**Attachments with the latest technology**
You automatically receive from us an attachment manufactured to the latest technology. Each attachment is intensively checked, cleaned and serviced by our qualified service engineers when returned after each rental. Thus you are guaranteed, not only an optically flawless attachment, but also the secure knowledge that you are receiving a technically sound and reliable attachment for the complete rental period.

**Speedy service on site**
If you do need support during the rental period the KAUP Team service and support all hire attachments in the field using its own network of service engineers.

**Flexible range of service**
Our range ensures flexible coverage of your immediate requirements. Daily, weekly, monthly or yearly rental, full service or only service upon request, different financing arrangements - in rental matters you can expect a tailor made solution from us.

You require an attachment to bridge the gap until your own attachment is repaired? You have a material handling project which only requires an attachment for a short period of time? You want to test which attachment is best suited for your material handling task?

Take advantage of the KAUP rental service…. quick, simple and economical!

**Personal consultation with professionals**
Your contact persons in the KAUP Rental Department have practical experience and place their Know-How at your disposal. We'll be pleased to advise you, before, during and after every project. You have questions or already have an upcoming project? We look forward to receiving your rental enquiry and will answer your questions immediately.

Your contact persons of our KAUP Rental Service are:

Isabella Pfirsching
Tel. +49 6021 865 249
E-mail isabella.pfirsching@kaup.de

Alicia Salg
Tel. +49 6021 865 214
E-mail alicia.salg@kaup.de

Sebastian Kunkel
Tel. +49 6021 865 402
E-mail sebastian.kunkel@kaup.de

**KAUP rental service**
Our contribution for your satisfaction! If you need an attachment best suited for your material handling task, give us a call – we can surely offer you a suitable attachment from our extensive range of products.

**Long term rental**
If you require an attachment for a period longer than 6 months, we will be pleased to quote you an attractive individual rental price.

**Further information**
Further information can be viewed online under:
www.kaup.de/products/rental service & used equipment